
 

Practical information 
Education retreat for the alumni of the Pestalozzi Programme of the Council of 
Europe 

Venue 
Gamlitz is a small town in the wine growing region of Styria            
situated about 45 km south of Graz airport and about 10 km from             
the Slovene border. 
The nearest train station is in Ehrenhausen about 4 km from           
Gamlitz. Local taxi services throughout the wine growing region         
are available on call and you can be picked up almost everywhere            
within a  maximum of 30 min. 
 

Travel 
Plane: The nearest airport is Graz Thalerhof at about 45 km. It is on the train line from Graz to                    
Ehrenhausen. Other airports within reach (up to 3 hours by car or train) are Vienna (2h15 by                 
car, about 5h by train), Klagenfurt (1h30 by car, about 5h by train), Ljubljana (2h50 by car),                 
Budapest (4h by car), Salzburg (3h15 by car). 
Train: The nearest train station is Ehrenhausen, the nearest big station is Graz, the capital of                
Styria. 
Car: The motorway A9 is about 10 km from Gamlitz. 

Accommodation 
Gamlitz and surroundings are well developed touristically with a lot of B&B and a fair number of                 
hotels of all categories. In general B&B and hotels are of good quality and not overpriced. There                 
are also several camping sites within easy reach and a number of further places for camping                
cars. You may explore accommodation directly in Gamlitz but also in the villages and towns in                
the vicinity. If you arrive by car places like Eibiswald, Leibnitz, Spielfeld, Gleinstätten are within               
easy reach. You may want to explore the following links 
AirBnB 
South Styria Wine Road 
Accommodation in South Styria 

Health and protection 
The region has its share of insects such as mosquitos and ticks. It is advisable to use repellents                  
and bright clothes. 
 

https://www.airbnb.com/s/Gamlitz/homes?tab_id=home_tab&refinement_paths%5B%5D=%2Fhomes&query=Gamlitz&place_id=ChIJr0-Yzjiib0cR8tgfPLwrBYs&checkin=2021-07-08&checkout=2021-07-12&adults=2&source=structured_search_input_header&search_type=autocomplete_click
https://www.suedsteirischeweinstrasse.com/en
https://www.suedsteiermark.com/en/Accommodation/all-accommodations?randSeed=357&showMap=1&zoom=11&bounds%5Bsouth%5D=46.58938922788364&bounds%5Bwest%5D=15.225297858886737&bounds%5Bnorth%5D=46.912131071059754&bounds%5Beast%5D=15.8164996411133

